MDFP Accessories

Tow Bar
The Tow Bar accessory is
an attachment designed
for MDFPs with ATV
tires, enabling the unit
to be towed by a vehicle.
Available in pintle ring
or 2-inch ball receiver
configurations, the Tow Bar
makes it quick and easy
to move the MDFP short
distances, such as across
a military base, for use at
another location.

Rear Swivel Casters
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Rear swivel casters are
used with MDFPs to
increase mobility over
both improved and
unimproved surfaces.
These casters allow a
single officer to move
the shields to the exact
location necessary
for their operations
without the use of heavy
machinery.

Camography™

Heater
Acoustic Device

Transparent Armor

The heater is an attachment for the
MDFP that can be used by those
in colder climates. The heater
uses existing bolts to attach to the
MDFP, and requires standard 120V
power. The heater ships assembled
on its mounting bracket – which
features a durable, anti-corrosion
powder-coated finish – and can
be installed by one person in
approximately 10 minutes.

Replaceable without tools
in the field

Camography™

Camography™ is a fully customizable powder coating
process which is added to MDFPs and SafePoints to make
the units look natural and ensure maximum concealment in
any environment. Camography can also be applied to the
transparent armor panel of the unit with a one-way see-through
film. Whether used in diplomatic or government facilities – or
forests, deserts and other outdoor settings – images of the
location in which the unit will be deployed, from brick walls to
grasslands, can be matched in exact color and scale.

Acoustic Device
In cooperation with LRAD® Corporation, MDFPs are
available with state-of-the-art long-, medium-, and nearrange acoustic hailing devices to warn and communicate
to crowds, individuals and potential vehicle/vessel threats
over distances up to 3,000 meters. These acoustic devices
broadcast warnings and determine the intent of potential
threats, allowing security personnel to execute proper
escalation of force (EOF) protocols from safe distances.

Searchlight
Tow Bar

Bridgeport™

MDFP and SafePoint shelves are
available to establish a working
surface to write on or to use the
unit as a podium. Shelving units are
available with or without drawers
and can be built of wood or metal.
Custom shelving units are available
upon customer request.

ATV Tires
Solid polyurethane
ATV tires allow for
continuous use,
even after being shot

Opaque Armor
Replaceable without
tools in the field

Awning

Shelf with Drawer

Powder Coat
LRAD 100X™

LRAD 300X™

LRAD 500X™

LRAD 1000Xi™

Max dB
137dB
Max Range
600+ Meters
Operational
Range
250 Meters
Power
Battery /
Vehicle
90-260 VAC

Max dB
143dB
Max Range
1,000+ Meters
Operational
Range
350 Meters
Power
12-24 VDC

Max dB
149dB
Max Range
2,000+ Meters
Operational
Range
650 Meters
Power
12-24 VDC
90-260 VAC

Max dB
153dB
Max Range
3,000+ Meters
Operational
Range
1,250 Meters
Power
90-260 VAC

Shelf with Drawer

Powder-coated finish protects the unit
against rust and other natural elements

Heater

Rear Swivel Casters

Searchlight
In cooperation with Peak Beam Systems, Inc., MDFPs can be
outfitted with long-range Searchlights for use in identifying
oncoming vehicles and personnel. Maxa Beam Searchlight
is a lightweight, high-intensity illumination system with an
output of 12,000,000 candlepower. The Maxa Beam has three
light intensity settings and a powerful strobe that makes it a
disorienting non-lethal weapon. The Searchlight also features
a motorized beam width adjustment that allows the user to
vary the beam from a 1° spot
to a 40° flood with the press
of a button. All Maxa Beam
Searchlights have a remote
port and can be controlled
using wired switches or a
wired remote handle and
are available with an IR filter
(sold separately).
Output

Range

Infrared Range

Beam w/ Adjustment

12,000,000
Candlepower

3,500
Meters

1,400m w/
850nm IR Filter

1-40 degrees
Candlepower

Awning

Purchasing Assistance
The Awning attachment
is designed to protect
personnel utilizing
the MDFP from sun,
precipitation and other
natural elements. Troops
are able to stay alert
while remaining as
comfortable as possible
in all weather conditions.
Awnings can be quickly
and easily attached to,
or removed from, the
MDFP without the need
for tools. The Awning
attachment is available
as either ballistic or nonballistic rated.

Ballistic-rated awnings provide protection against ballistic
threats up to NIJ Level III (7.62x51 NATO). Ballistic awnings
are easily assembled and require minimal tools to install them
on an MDFP.

Bridgeport ™
The Bridgeport is
an armor panel
used to connect two
MDFPs. A closable
port is incorporated
into the armor face
of each Bridgeport,
providing a
protected firing
position for a variety
of weapons from
within the units.
Multiple Bridgeports
and MDFPs may be connected in a series to form a ballisticand blast-resistant fortification, providing a safe firing position
for a variety of threats.

Products are available through the GSA Schedule for
federal agencies and to state, local, and municipal law
enforcement under the Justice Department 1122 program.
All Defenshield products are also listed on the DHS
Authorized Equipment List. Funding is available through
the DHS Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP).
To learn more or receive additional information
about these and other Defenshield products, visit
www.defenshield.com or call us at +1 (904) 679-3952
or (800) 650-2921.

Defenshield, Inc.
Defenshield, Inc. is a veteran-owned, New York
corporation manufacturing bullet-, blast- and fragmentresistant equipment for the government, military, law
enforcement, and the private sector for anti-terror,
force protection, and physical security requirements.
Defenshield products are currently saving the lives of
a diverse range of customers around the world.
Defenshield delivers the highest-‘quality and most
efficient ballistic protection and combat solutions to
those in the line of fire.
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